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Session Description 
This Plenary would challenge and excite attendees with the need for Treatment Courts to accept more serious cases to 
adapt to criminal justice reform. It would encourage serious discussion about the important role for Treatment Courts 
in Criminal Justice Reform and possibilities for expanding Courts through this change. It would also discuss the 
concerns court teams and partners may have in making the change, and how to address the concerns. The session 
would consider the impact on equity/inclusion when more serious cases are included. It would be presented in a 'Yes 
We Can!' style to inspire Courts to be open to this needed change and would include an interactive segment to allow 
Courts to express concerns regarding challenges they are facing & solutions they are trying. We specifically would like 
to address that probation (AB1950) has been shortened in California to two years and use and possession of drugs has 
been decriminalized (Proposition 47). Judge Manley would work with NADCP to organize a CA based panel that 
would discuss specific changes being implemented in CA Courts. 
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